*The associated article was published under the title* Genome Announcements *(ISSN: 2169-8287). In July 2018,* Genome Announcements *was renamed* Microbiology Resource Announcements.

AUTHOR\'S CORRECTION {#s1}
====================

Volume 6, no. 22, e00424-18, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1128/genomeA.00424-18. Page 1: The title should appear as given in this correction.

[^1]: Present address: Ana Carolina M. Junqueira, Departamento De Genética, Instituto De Biologia, Universidade Federal Do Rio De Janeiro, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.

[^2]: C.K. and A.C.M.J. contributed equally to this work.

[^3]: **Citation** Kee C, Junqueira ACM, Uchida A, Purbojati RW, Houghton JNI, Chénard C, Wong A, Kolundžija S, Clare ME, Kushwaha KK, Panicker D, Putra A, Gaultier NE, Premkrishnan BNV, Heinle CE, Vettath VK, Drautz-Moses DI, Schuster SC. 2019. Correction for Kee et al., "Complete genome sequence of *Pseudomonas stutzeri* strain SGAir0442, isolated from Singapore air samples." Microbiol Resour Announc 8:e00737-19. <https://doi.org/10.1128/MRA.00737-19>.
